VO CTO Support

Real Support for Todayʼs CTOs
The role of today’s Chief Technology Officer is more complex than it has ever been. CTOs are responsible for managing their company’s
technology infrastructure while identifying new and innovative technologies that can lower overall costs. All too often however, CTOs end
up spending much of their time managing or updating multiple inflexible systems or cumbersome one-off technology applications that do
not work well together.
Virtual Office is a powerful web-based collaboration platform that will support your company’s goals and enable your CTO to break free
from the “Lead Fix-it Technician” role and rejoin your management team. Our cloud-based offering can help you eliminate the maintenance
and upkeep of many antiquated or ill-fitting hardware and software ‘solutions.’ Virtual Office is easy-to-use and requires no onsite servers
or user installations. All that’s needed is an internet connection and your users are up and running.

The Virtual Oﬃce Diﬀerence
More Time

Possibly, the greatest benefit of all. By eliminating the time consuming maintenance tasks required with most
onsite systems, your CTO can instead spend their valuable time and energy developing technology strategies
to support your core business.
Reliability

The Virtual Office cloud-based platform is reliable and accessible from almost anywhere in the world. Users are
no longer limited by being tethered to a physical server or even dialing-in to a slow VPN connection. Now that
users are taken care of, your CTO can focus on the big picture.
Security & Compliance

The Virtual Office platform provides security and compliance solutions to meet the most demanding industry
or regulatory requirements. Until now, IT security and compliance measures have often been costly and
inconvenient for many businesses to maintain. Today however, Virtual Office offers business owners a cost
effective and simple solution to meet all industry-specific compliance mandates.
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